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Abstract. We consider the bounded single-machine parallel-batch scheduling problem with release
dates and rejection. A job is either rejected, in which case a certain penalty has to be paid, or accepted
and then processed on the machine. The objective is to minimize the sum of the makespan of the ac-
cepted jobs and the total penalty of the rejected jobs. When the jobs have identical release dates, we
present a polynomial-time algorithm. When the jobs have a constant number of release dates, we give
a pseudo-polynomial-time algorithm. For the general problem, we provide a 2-approximation algorithm
and a polynomial-time approximation scheme.
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1 Introduction
The bounded single-machine parallel-batch scheduling problem with release dates and rejection
can be described as follows. There are n jobs J1, . . . , Jn and a single machine that can process
jobs in batches. Each job Jj has a processing time pj , a release date rj and a rejection penalty
wj . A job Jj is either rejected, in which case a certain penalty wj has to be paid, or accepted
and then processed on the machine. In the bounded model, the machine can process up to b jobs
simultaneously as a batch. The processing time of a batch is defined as the longest processing
time of the jobs contained in it. The objective is to minimize the sum of the makespan of the
accepted jobs and the total penalty of the rejected jobs. Denote by W the total penalty of the
rejected jobs. Using the general notation for scheduling problems, the problem is denoted by
1|p-batch, b < n, rj |Cmax +W .
In the last decade there has been significant interest in scheduling problems with batching
considerations. The motivation for batching jobs is to gain in efficiency: it may be cheaper
and faster to process jobs in a batch than to process them individually. The fundamental
model of the parallel-batch scheduling problem was first introduced by Lee et al. [9] with the
restriction that the number of the jobs in each batch is bounded by a number b. This bounded
model is motivated by the burn-in operations in semiconductor manufacturing. Brucker et al.
[1] provided an extensive discussion of the unbounded version of the parallel-batch scheduling
problem. Recent developments on this topic can be found from the web site [2]. In addition, Liu
and Yu [11], Deng and Zhang [4], Lee and Uzsoy [10], and Liu et al. [12] presented new complexity
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results and approximation algorithms for the parallel-batch scheduling problem subject to release
dates.
In the classical scheduling literature, all the jobs must be processed and no rejection is
allowed. However, in real applications, this may not be true. Due to limited resources, the
scheduler may have the option to reject some jobs. The machine scheduling problem with
rejection was first considered by Bartal et al. [3]. They studied the off-line version, as well as
the on-line version, of scheduling with rejection on identical parallel machines. The objective is
to minimize the sum of the makespan of the accepted jobs and the total penalty of the rejected
jobs. After that, the machine scheduling problem with rejection has received increasing research
attention. Seiden [14] presented an improved on-line algorithm if preemption is allowed for all
the jobs. Hoogeveen et al. [8] considered the off-line multi-processor scheduling problem with
rejection where preemption is allowed. Engels et al. [5] studied single-machine scheduling with
rejection to minimize the sum of the weighted completion times of the accepted jobs and the
total penalty of the rejected jobs. Epstein et al. [6] considered on-line scheduling of unit-time
jobs with rejection to minimize the total completion time.
For the problem 1|p-batch, b = ∞, rj |Cmax +W , Lu et al. [13] presented an NP-hardness
proof, a 2-approximation algorithm, and a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme. In this
paper we consider the scheduling problem 1|p-batch, b < n, rj |Cmax + W . Brucker et al. [1]
showed that 1|p-batch, b < n, rj |Cmax is strongly NP-hard. Thus 1|p-batch, b < n, rj |Cmax +W
is strongly NP-hard, too, and so has no fully polynomial-time approximation scheme if P6=NP.
Liu and Yu [11] showed that 1|p-batch, b < n, rj |Cmax is binary NP-hard even when there are
two distinct release dates. This means that even when the jobs have a constant number of
release dates, 1|p-batch, b < n, rj |Cmax +W has no polynomial-time algorithm if P6=NP.
The main results in this paper are as follows. When the jobs have identical release dates,
we present a polynomial-time algorithm. When the jobs have a constant number of release
dates, we give a pseudo-polynomial-time algorithm. For the general problem, we provide a
2-approximation algorithm and a polynomial-time approximation scheme.
2 Exact algorithms
In this section we consider two special cases: (1) the case with identical release dates, and (2) the
case with k distinct release dates, where k is a fixed positive integer. We provide a polynomial
time algorithm for the first case and a pseudo-polynomial time algorithm for the second case.
2.1 The case with identical release dates
Assume that rj = r for j = 1, · · · , n. For the bounded parallel-batch scheduling problem to min-
imize the makespan, which can be denoted by 1|p-batch, b < n|Cmax, it can be solved optimally
(see Lee and Uzsoy [10]) by the full batch longest processing time rule (FBLPT-rule).
FBLPT-rule:
Step 1: Index the jobs such that p1 ≥ · · · ≥ pn.
Step 2. Assign all the jobs to batches in increasing order of their indexes such that each
batch contains exactly b jobs apart from the last batch.
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Step 3. Sequence the batches in an arbitrary order.
By the optimality of the FBLPT-rule for 1|p-batch, b < n|Cmax, we have the following lemma.
Lemma 2.1.1. There exists an optimal schedule for 1|p-batch, b < n, rj = r|Cmax +W in
which the accepted jobs are assigned to the machine by the FBLPT-rule.
Assume that the jobs have been indexed such that p1 ≥ · · · ≥ pn. Let Aj(a) be the optimal
value of the objective function satisfying the following conditions: (1) the jobs in consideration
are J1, · · · , Jj , (2) Jj is accepted, and (3) the number of accepted jobs among J1, · · · , Jj is exactly
a. Similarly, let Rj(a) be the optimal value of the objective function satisfying the following
conditions: (1) the jobs in consideration are J1, · · · , Jj , (2) Jj is rejected, and (3) the number of
accepted jobs among J1, · · · , Jj is exactly a. We distinguish four cases in the following discussion.
Case 1. Both Jj−1 and Jj are rejected.
Since Jj is rejected, the number of accepted jobs among J1, · · · , Jj−1 is still a. Thus, we have
Rj(a) = Rj−1(a) + wj since Jj−1 is rejected.
Case 2. Jj−1 is accepted and Jj is rejected.
Similar to Case 1, we have Rj(a) = Aj−1(a) + wj .
Case 3. Jj−1 is rejected and Jj is accepted.
If a = kb + 1, then Jj has to start a new batch, and we have Aj(a) = Rj−1(a − 1) + pj . If




Rj−1(a− 1) + pj if a = kb+ 1;
Rj−1(a− 1) otherwise.
Case 4. Both Jj−1 and Jj are accepted.
Similar to Case 3, we have
Aj(a) =
{
Aj−1(a− 1) + pj if a = kb+ 1;
Aj−1(a− 1) otherwise.
Combining the above four cases, we can devise the following dynamic programming algo-
rithm DP1.
Dynamic programming algorithm DP1
The boundary conditions:
A1(1) = r + p1 and A1(a) =∞ for any a 6= 1.





min{Aj−1(a− 1) + pj , Rj−1(a− 1) + pj} if a = kb+ 1;
min{Aj−1(a− 1), Rj−1(a− 1)} otherwise.
Rj(a) = min{Aj−1(a), Rj−1(a)}+ wj .
The optimal value is given by min{min{An(a), Rn(a)} : 0 ≤ a ≤ n}.
Theorem 2.1.2. DP1 solves 1|p-batch, b < n, rj = r|Cmax +W in O(n2) time.
Proof. The correctness of the algorithm is guaranteed by the above discussion. The
recursive function has at most O(n2) states. Each iteration takes a constant time to execute.
Hence the time complexity is bounded by O(n2). 2
2.2 The case with k distinct release dates
For the problem 1|p-batch, b < n, rj |Cmax with a constant number of release dates, Liu and Yu
[11] presented a pseudo-polynomial-time algorithm. By extending their algorithm, we present the
following pseudo-polynomial-time algorithm for 1|p-batch, b < n, rj |Cmax +W with a constant
number of release dates.
Assume that the jobs have been indexed such that p1 ≥ · · · ≥ pn. Let R1, R2, · · · , Rk with
R1 < R2 < · · · < Rk be the k distinct release dates. We divide [R1,+∞) into k time intervals
[R1, R2), [R2, R3), · · · , [Rk, Rk+1), where Rk+1 = +∞. Let fj(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , lk;w)
be the optimal value of the objective function satisfying the following conditions: (1) The jobs
in consideration are J1, · · · , Jj . (2) The first batch starting in [Ri, Ri+1) starts at time si. If
no batch starts in [Ri, Ri+1), then we set si = +∞. (3) The last batch starting in [Ri, Ri+1)
contains ai jobs. If no batch starts in [Ri, Ri+1), then we set ai = b. (4) The total length of the
batches starting in [Ri, Ri+1) is li. If no batch starts in [Ri, Ri+1), then we set li = 0. (5) The
total penalty of rejected jobs is exactly w. We distinguish two cases in the following discussion.
Case 1: Jj is rejected.
Since Jj is rejected, we have fj(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , lk;w) = fj−1(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ak;
l1, · · · , lk;w − wj) + wj .
Case 2: Jj is accepted.
Given a state vector (s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , lk;w), we assume that sl = max{si : si 6=
+∞}. Let hi(j) be the optimal objective value under the constraint that the batch contain-
ing Jj starts in [Ri, Ri+1), where Ri ≥ rj and i ≤ l. If ai = 1 and i < l, then Jj has to
start a new batch in [Ri, Ri+1) and this does not increase the makespan of the accepted jobs
since i < l. Thus, we have hi(j) = fj−1(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ai−1, b, ai+1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , li−1, li −
pj , li+1, · · · , lk;w). If ai = 1 and i = l, then Jj has to start a new batch in [Ri, Ri+1) and
this will increase the makespan of the accepted jobs by a length pj since i = l. Thus, we
have hi(j) = fj−1(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ai−1, b, ai+1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , li−1, li − pj , li+1, · · · , lk;w) + pj .
If ai > 1, then Jj can be assigned in the last batch in [Ri, Ri+1). Thus, we have hi(j) =
fj−1(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ai−1, ai − 1, ai+1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , lk;w). Furthermore, we also have
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fj−1(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ai−1, b, ai+1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , li−1, li − pj , li+1, · · · , lk;w)
if ai = 1 and i < l;
fj−1(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ai−1, b, ai+1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , li−1, li − pj , li+1, · · · , lk;w) + pj
if ai = 1 and i = l;
fj−1(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ai−1, ai − 1, ai+1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , lk;w)
if ai > 1.
Combining the above two cases, we design the following dynamic programming algorithm
DP2.
Dynamic programming algorithm DP2
The boundary conditions:
Given a state vector (s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , lk;w), we assume that sl = max{si :
si 6= +∞}. We define f0(s1, · · · , sk; b, · · · , b; 0, · · · , 0; 0) = sl, and for any otherwise cases,
f0(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , lk;w) = +∞.
The recursive function:
fj(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , lk;w) = min{fj−1(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , lk;w − wj) +
wj , min{hi(j) : Ri ≥ rj and 1 ≤ i ≤ l}}, where
hi(j) =

fj−1(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ai−1, b, ai+1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , li−1, li − pj , li+1, · · · , lk;w)
if ai = 1 and i < l;
fj−1(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ai−1, b, ai+1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , li−1, li − pj , li+1, · · · , lk;w) + pj
if ai = 1 and i = l;
fj−1(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ai−1, ai − 1, ai+1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , lk;w)
if ai > 1.
The optimal value is given by min{fn(s1, · · · , sk; a1, · · · , ak; l1, · · · , lk;w)}.






Proof. The correctness of the algorithm is guaranteed by the above discussion. Clearly,
we have 1 ≤ ai ≤ b, 0 ≤ li ≤ ∑ pj and 0 ≤ w ≤ ∑wj . Furthermore, if some batch starts in
[Ri, Ri+1) for i = 1, · · · , k, then we have s1 = R1 and Ri ≤ si < min{Ri + p1, Ri+1}. Thus, the




pj)k) states. Each iteration takes an O(k)







In this section we present a 2-approximation algorithm and a polynomial-time approximation
scheme for 1|p-batch, b < n, rj |Cmax +W .
3.1 A 2-approximation algorithm
Assume that S is a set of jobs. We use p(S) = maxJj∈S pj and w(S) =
∑
Jj∈S wj to denote the
processing time and the total rejection penalty of S, respectively. We propose a 2-approximation
algorithm for the considered problem.
Approximation algorithm A
Step 1. For each t ∈ {rj : j = 1, . . . , n}, we divide the jobs into two sets of jobs such that
S1(t) = {Jj : rj ≤ t} and S2(t) = {Jj : rj > t}.
Step 2. Setting rj = 0 for each Jj ∈ S1(t), we obtain a new instance I(t). Apply algorithm
DP1 to the instance I(t). Let B1, · · · , Bk be the batches of the accepted jobs obtained from
DP1. Process B1, · · · , Bk from time t in an arbitrary order on the machine and reject all the
other jobs. The resulting schedule for the original instance is denoted by pi(t).
Step 3. Let Z(t) be the value of the objective function for each pi(t). Among all the sched-
ules obtained above, select the one with the minimum Z(t) value. 2
Let pi be the schedule obtained by the approximation algorithm A. Let Z and Z∗ be the
objective values of the schedule pi and an optimal schedule pi∗, respectively.
Theorem 3.1.1. Z ≤ 2Z∗ and the bound is tight.
Proof. Let A∗ and R∗ be the sets of accepted and rejected jobs in pi∗, respectively. Let
r∗ = max{rj : Jj ∈ A∗}. By the definition of r∗, we have S2(r∗) = {Jj : rj > r∗} ⊆ R∗. Then
we have Z∗ ≥ r∗ + w(S2(r∗)). Apply algorithm DP1 to the instance I(r∗). Let B1, · · · , Bk be
the batches of accepted jobs and let R be the set of rejected jobs obtained from DP1. Clearly,
we also have Z∗ ≥ Z(r∗)− r∗ = p(B1) + · · ·+ p(Bk) + w(R). Thus, we have
Z ≤ Z(r∗) = r∗ + p(B1) + · · ·+ p(Bk) + w(R) + w(S2(r∗)) ≤ 2Z∗.
To show that the bound is tight, we consider the following instance with three jobs: Let
b = 1. (r1, p1, w1) = (0, 1, 2), (r2, p2, w2) = (0, 1, 0) and (r3, p3, w3) = (1, 0, 2). It is easy to verify
that Z(0) = p1 + w2 + w3 = 3 and Z = Z(1) = 1 + p1 + p3 + w2 = 2. However, the optimal
schedule is to accept J1, J3 and reject J2, with J1 starting processing at time 0 followed by J3.
That is, Z∗ = 1. Thus, we have Z = 2 = 2Z∗. 2
3.2 A polynomial-time approximation scheme
Let Z and Z∗ be the objective values of the approximation algorithm A and an optimal schedule
pi∗, respectively. By Theorem 3.1.1, we have Z∗ ≤ Z ≤ 2Z∗. For any job Jj with wj > Z, Jj
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must be accepted in pi∗. Otherwise, we have Z∗ ≥ wj > Z ≥ Z∗, a contradiction. Similarly, for
any job Jj with rj > Z or pj > Z, Jj must be rejected in pi∗. We modify rj , pj and wj such
that rj = min{rj , Z}, pj = min{pj , Z} and wj = min{wj , Z}. Clearly, this does not change the
optimal objective value. Thus, we can assume that max{rj , pj , wj} ≤ Z for each j = 1, · · · , n.
Now, we propose a polynomial-time approximation scheme A² for this problem.
Polynomial-time approximation scheme A²
Step 1. For any ² > 0, set δ = ²Z and M = ²Z2n . Given an instance I, we define a new
instance I ′ by rounding rj , pj and wj in I such that r′j = b rjδ cδ, p′j = b
pj
M cM and w′j = b
wj
M cM ,
for j = 1, · · · , n.
Step 2. Apply algorithm DP2 to the instance I ′ to obtain an optimal solution pi∗(I ′) for the
instance I ′.
Step 3. Increase the starting time of each job in pi∗(I ′) by δ and replace p′j and w′j by the
original pj and wj in pi∗(I ′), respectively, for each j = 1, · · · , n, to obtain a feasible solution pi
for the instance I.
Let Z² be the objective value of the schedule pi obtained from A². We have the following
theorem.
Theorem 3.2.1 Algorithm A² is a polynomial-time approximation scheme for the problem
1|p-batch, b < n, rj |Cmax+W . Specifically, A² is a fully polynomial-time approximation scheme
when there are k distinct release dates in the original instance, where k is a fixed positive integer.
Proof. Let Z∗(I ′) be the optimal objective value of the schedule pi∗(I ′). Clearly, we have
Z∗(I ′) ≤ Z∗. Increase the starting time of each job in pi∗(I ′) by δ ≤ 2²Z∗, which increases
the objective value by at most 2²Z∗. Replace p′j and w′j by pj and wj , respectively, for each
j = 1, · · · , n. It is easy to see that we obtain a feasible schedule for the instance I. Thus, we
have
Z² ≤ Z∗(I ′) + 2²Z∗ +
n∑
j=1
(pj − p′j) +
n∑
j=1
(wj − w′j) ≤ Z∗ + 2²Z∗ + nM + nM ≤ (1 + 4²)Z∗.
Since rj ≤ Z, there are at most 1²+1 distinct release dates in I ′. Since pj ≤ Z for j = 1, · · · , n,
we have
∑n






² . Similarly, we have
∑n




















+2), confirming that algorithm A² is a polynomial-time approximation scheme.
Specifically, if there are k distinct release dates in the orginal instance I, then the rounding








2k). That is, A² is a fully polynomial-time approxi-
mation scheme when there are k distinct release dates in the original instance. 2
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